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Unit Plan: XYZ (Examine Your Zity)

Summary:
Students examine their daily route to/from school and add their art to what the city provides. The
art can be anything- sculptural, printmaking, painting, drawing, etc. It can be silly or serious, the
only requirements are that they must pass by it every day and it must be easily removable (no
vandalism).
This lesson is designed for the 7th-11th grade students in my elective art class which is on top
of their regular art curriculum. The class is specifically designed to be an open studio based on
their interests so having a very open project with many materials is necessary. Usually I’d limit
the art materials or have a more narrow project (for more info see pictures at the end of this
document) but not everyone is interested in the same materials.

Learning Goals/Objectives:
Students will take in visual information they usually pass by and process it (work on
observation/seeing)
Students will learn to self direct artmaking from beginning to end (set goals and achieve them)
Students will learn about contemporary artists
Students will develop their creative confidence
Students will learn to exhibit
Students will learn documentation strategies

Relevance to Student/Community:
Art is exhibited in their city, students will pass by their art every day and be reminded of their
contribution. They will either critique the city and thus catalyze change or add to the
beauty/wonderment of finding strange things on one’s commute.



Vocabulary/Key Terms:
Guerilla Art
Guerilla Gardening
Yarn Bombing
Culture Jamming/Subvertising

Questions to Spark Creativity:
- What message do you want to send?
- What medium do you want to work with?
- Where do you want your piece to be?
- What is something noteworthy on your street?
- Who do you want to see your art?
- What interests you about art?
- Did any of the Guerilla art examples inspire you? Which ones and why?

Artists: Banksy, Guerilla Girls

Differentiated Instructions: Choice of assignment, reflection and goal setting,
multi-entry journal

Marazano Strategies: Reinforcing effort/providing recognition, homework/practice

Modifications: Repeat & clarify instructions

Art History: We are examining contemporary artists/art movements (Guerilla art)

Schedule:
Day 1
Teacher will: Introduce the theme of street, facilitate a “Fake Flyer” assignment from The Art
Assignment, pass out reminders and assign homework to observe their walk
(http://www.theartassignment.com/assignments/fake-flyer-1)
Students will: Listen for the first bit, make a fake flyer, post it around Berlin

Day 2
Teacher will: Present on contemporary guerilla street artists, describe the next project, pass out
handout to guide brainstorming, help guide students
Students will: Brainstorm then get started on the project

http://www.theartassignment.com/assignments/fake-flyer-1


Day 3
Teacher will: Repeat instructions, Facilitate and guide artmaking, discussion in the beginning of
class about encouraging visual journal documentation
Students will: work on their street art

Day 5:
Teacher will: Facilitate and guide artmaking, discuss documentation and assign them to install
their art and upload documentation on Padlet
Students will: work on art/finish up/work in visual journals

Day 6:
Teacher will: Guide class critique
Students will: Present their work and critique other’s

Materials:
For the motivation:
My example, a hat for a cat sculpture outside of the school
Artist presentation in an approachable way (projector, whiteboard, computer)

For the Activity:
Students can choose their own art materials from the room. They already know what is in the
room but I will give them a tour and offer more to them like ceramics.

For the Critique:
Cups, juice, cookies.
Projector, whiteboard, computer, Padlet.

Ideas for the Composition:
Make a mind map on the board of ideas/categories for artworks - beauty, critique, etc.

National Anchor Art Standards:
Understanding and applying media, techniques, and processes
Choosing and evaluating a range of subject matter, symbols and ideas
Reflecting upon and assessing the characteristics and merits of their work and the work of
others

Ohio Arts Standards:
3PE Identify the relationship between community or cultural values and trends in visual art.
6PE Describe the decisions made in the design of everyday objects.
6RE Identify various venues for viewing works of art.

Anticipated Issues:



Students have generic ideas
I will go around to each table and guide, there are only 10 people in the class so this is
possible.

Students finish their work too quickly and do not spend time making it successful
I will emphasize that this project should take at least 2 class periods because it should
be something you can always look back on.

Assessment:
Assessment day will be a whole-class critique day where each student presents a bit about their
project and the class then gives feedback. We will drink juice, eat cookies, and toast to our
accomplishments. First we will discuss how to properly give feedback first as a class before
actually giving notes.
The class is an elective art class (on top of their other art curriculum) once a week so they don’t
receive any grades. I will assess them based on the below criteria and give them informal notes
on a slip of paper about how they can improve and what they did well.

Criteria:
Student worked diligently for at least 2 class periods on this project
Student installed their work on the street and documented it
Student made something they were proud of
Student was able to talk about their work/process/installation/impact
Student included documentation in their visual journal

In the visual journal, students displayed learning of guerrilla art



Reflections: What went well? What needs improvement?

From Wicked Arts
Assignments by Emiel
Heijnen and Melissa
Bremmer

The book states that
given too much freedom
in the art classroom,
students will not know
how to begin the project
or will produce
predictable results.
Flexible limitations in
lesson plans can be
actually the best thing
for students. The book
addresses how to
create a good balance
between restricting and
totally free lesson plans.

Some students were
paralyzed by too much
freedom in this lesson. I
helped them individually
with their ideas because
there are only ten
students, but if I were to
teach this again in a
different class, I would
narrow down the
criteria.



Reflections:

The students in this class are not interested in working on something longer than one class
period and, since it’s an independent work elective class, I can’t enforce a curriculum.
I was under the impression that students are more motivated to work individually on their own
artistic ideas than they actually are. I’ve adjusted my tactics for this specific class to teach them
individual skills like figure drawing and hand sewing. Something new every week. They are
more engaged and satisfied with learning simple skills.
I’ve received great feedback from my quick sewing workshop so I will teach skills for the rest of
the semester instead of a learning curriculum. A student said “This is the first time I’ve ever
actually learned something in an elective class”. So practicality is more suited to the style of the
class.


